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HEALING
THE
LACERATED MIND
Samuel Johnson's Strategies
of
Consolation
Lance Wilcox

he consolatory letters of Samuel Johnson have
f
frequently been recognized as high achievements
^
'
in this most demanding of epistolary genres.^ In a
popular overview of Johnson's writings in 1982, Arthur Humphreys
writes, "Nothing better reflects his stature than his letters on bereave
ments."^ Reviews of the Hyde Edition of Johnson's correspondence
(1992-1994) frequently note their courageous, moving eloquence, while
Keymer, in the Cambridge Companion to Samuel Johnson (1997), calls
them "masterpieces of companionate mourning."' Beyond Johnson's

' AH quotations from the correspondence are from Bruce Redford, ed., The Letters of Samuel
Johnson, The Hyde Edition, 5 vols. ^linceton:Princeton University Press, 1992-94). Individual
letters are referenced parenthetically by date.
^ Arthur Humphreys, "Samuel Johnson," in Boris Ford, ed.. From Dryden to Johnson (New
York: Pei^;tiin Books, 1982), 414.
' Tom Keymer, "'Letters about Nothing': Johnson and EpistolaryWriting," in Greg Clingham,
ed.. The Cambridge Companion to Samuel Johnson (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1997), 224-39.
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characteristic humanity and eloquence, however, the letters also reflea,
through the tactics of consolation he employs, his sophisticated
understanding of the psychology of grief and its relationship to
orthodox Christian belief.
Consolation is not for Johnson a spontaneous emotional reartion,
a reflex of sympathy. It is, rather, a deliberate rhetorical act, a form of
charity. One sincerely wishes to comfort the bereaved, but one need
not experience the full weight of their grief. One's own feelings, in fact,
are only indirectly relevant at best.'*
Talking of our feeling for the distresses of oihtrs,—Johnson.
"Why, Sir, there is so much noise made about it, but it is
greatly exaggerated. No, Sir, we have a certain degree of
feeling to prompt us to do good; more than that. Providence
does not intend. It would be misery to no purpose"...
"I have often blamed myself. Sir, for not feeling for others as
sensibly as many say they do." Johnson. "Sir, don't be duped
by them any more. You will find these very feeling people
are not very ready to do you good. They pay you by
feeling."^
According to Boswell, Johnson was capable of writing one of his most
moving consolatory letters in a morning and laughing heartily at a
comic play that evening. Our duty towards the bereaved is suggested in
Johnson's justification of their evening frolic. "I would not have you be
gay in the presence of the distressed, because it would shock them; but
you may be gay at a distance."' Only when we are in a position to affect
the bereaved, whether in person or in writing, does our behavior fall
under ethical categories. Our feelings in themselves carry no particular
significance.
One of the most consistent themes in Johnson's letters to the
bereaved is the weakness of consolation itself. As Damirosch writes.
* According to Voide, Jolinson's pnmaiy disagreement "with the benevolists was that their
doctrines encouraged mere feeling rather than ethical action. Robert Voitle, Samuel Johnson the
Moralist (Cambridge; Harvard University Press, 1962), 51-5.
^ James BosweU, TheLifeofSamud Johnson, LL.D. with A Journal of a Tour to the Hebrides with
S<im»e/_/b^«jo«,ed.G.B.Hill,rev.L.F.Powell,2dEdition(Oxford; C^rendon Press, 1934-64)
2:108-0.
* Boswell, Life, 2:539.
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"[Johnson] was perfectly aware of 'the emptiness of rhetorical sound,
and the inefficacy of polished periods and studied sentences' {Rasselas,
ch. 18) as consolations for grief."^ To Thomas Lawrence, whose wife
had recently died, Johnson writes: "The loss, dear Sir, which You have
lately suffered, I felt many years ago, and know therefore how much
has been taken from You, and how little help can be had from
consolation" (January 20, 1780). To Margaret Strahan, after the death
of her son, he expresses the same thought: "Comfort, dear Madam, I
would give You if I could, but I know how little the forms of consola
tion can avail" (April 23, 1781). In denying that his words have much
power to console, Johnson relieves his readers of any obligation to feel
consoled. His readers need not dissimulate emotions beyond their
current capacity or be disappointed in their sorrow.
Johnson does hold out hope, however, that his readers might
benefit from his letters in another way. The demonstration of his
willingness to enter into the sufferer's world, his willingness to assume
the burdens of their world, even in some diminished degree, might well
prove a source of comfort. In the relationship evoked in the act of
writing, Johnson allows himself to feel and express some part of the
reader's grief. The morning Hester Thrale's son died, Johnson wrote to
her: "This letter will not, I hope, reach you many days before me, in a
distress which can be so little relieved, nothing remains for a friend but
to come and partake it" (March 25, 1776). To "come and partake" of
grief is at the heart of Johnsonian consolation. To "partake" another's
grief through the ambiguous presence-in-absence of a letter requires
words that convincingly demonstrate one's empathic entrance into the
sorrow felt by the Other. This may well result in "such alleviation as
is produced by partial remedies," as Johnson defines "Consolation" in
the Dictionary.
Whenever possible, Johnson prefers to make himself present to his
correspondent by expressing his own share in the loss. As it happens,
such expressions of personal grief appear almost exclusively in letters
to Hester Thrale. Over the course of their friendship, Hester Thrale
lost her mother, several children, and her husband, about all of whom
Johnson cared deeply, allowing him to ground his condolence on his
own grief. Upon the death of her husband, Johnson wrote to her: "I am
' Leopold Damrosch,Jr., SamuelJohnson andthe TragicSense prmceton: Piinceton University
Press, 1972), 105.
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not without my part of the calamity. No death since that of my Wife
has ever oppressed me like this" (April 5, 1781). Four days later; "I am
afraid of thinking what I have lost. I never had such a friend before. Let
me have your prayers and those of my dear Queeny" (April 9j 1781).
His ability to share in the sorrow, and thus to provide what comfort he
can, is paradoxically greater for his being able to solicit Hester Thrale's
prayers for his own suffering.
More often, Johnson writes to condole with someone over the
death of a person he did not know. In such cases, he often recounts
losses he has suffered analogous to that of the person he is consoling.
To James Elphinston, in one of his earliest preserved letters, Johnson
writes:
You have as I find by every kind of evidence lost an excellent
Mother; and I hope you will not think me incapable of
partaking of your grief. I have a Mother now Eighty-two
years of age, whom therefore I must soon lose, unless it please
God that she rather should mourn for me. I read the letters
in which you relate your Mothers death to Mrs. Strahan and
think I do myself honour when I tell you that I read them
with tears. (September 25,1750)
Johnson's awareness of his mother's mortality and his anticipation of
the grief this will bring allow him, in his characteristic phr^e, the
"partaking of [Elphinston's] grief." As in certain of his letters to Hester
Thrale, he expresses satisfaction in his ability to share the grief: his tears
"do [him] honour." Almost three decades later, Johnson has occasion
to send Elphinston further condolences, this time on the death of his
wife. In this instance Johnson need not rely on anticipated or imagined
grief. His own wife having died many years earlier, he is able to tell
Elphinston, "Having myself suffered what you are now suffering, I well
know the weight of your distress" (July 27, 1778). Since the experience
of grief is comparatively uniform, Johnson can use almost any personal
sorrow to gain entrance into that of another. Three weeks after the
death of Henry Thrale, Johnson writes to his publisher's wife, Margaret
Strahan, on the death of her son. He uses both the recent loss of Thrale
and his acquaintance with her son himself to reach the mother:
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The Grief which I feel for the loss of a very kind friend is
sufficient to make me know how much You must suffer by
the death of an amiable son....I look upon myself as having a
friend, another friend taken from me. (April 23, 1781)
Johnson often demonstrates his empathy by describing in detail the
experience of bereavement itself, though such an approach poses major
rhetorical challenges. In writing about a loss shared with the bereaved
or an analogous loss of his own, Johnson need only refer to the object
of the loss to establish emotional contaa. The name of the deceased
becomes a sort of code or shorthand to signal his empathy. To make his
empathic presence felt in the absence of such a code, Johnson is
compelled to describe the experience of loss in the abstract, apart from
its immediate object. In doing so, he produces a phenomenology of
grief striking in its vividness and profundity. Passages from three of his
letters reveal the main lines of his vision.
To Thomas Lawrence, January 20, 1780, on the death of his wife:
He that outlives a Wife whom he has long loved, sees himself
disjoined from the only Mind that had the same hopes and
fears, and interest; from the only companion with whom he
has shared much good or evil, and with whom he could set
his mind at libeny to retrace the past, or anticipate the
future. The continuity of being is lacerated. The settled
course of sentiment and action is stopped, and life stands
suspended and motionless till it is driven by external causes
into a new channel. But the time of suspense is dreadful.
To James Elphinston, July 27, 1778, on the death of his wife:
A loss, such as yours, lacerates the mind, and breaks the
whole system of purposes and hopes. It leaves a dismal
vacuity in life, which affords nothing on which the affections
can fix, or to which endeavour may be direaed.
To Hester Thrale, March 30,1776, on the death of her only son Harry:
I know that such a loss is a laceration of the mind. I know
that a whole system of hopes, and designs, and expectations
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is swept away at once, and nothing left but bottomless
vacuity.

The recurrent term in these descriptions is lacerate. The death of a
loved one is a "laceration of the mind," a laceration of "the continuity
of being." The interchangeability of "mind" and "being" suggests a
perspective closer to Husserl than to Locke. "The continuity of being"
suggests a coherent, meaningful, phenomenological world, built and
inhabited with others, with a vital dyadic center. The worlds Johnson
describes, by contrast to those of the nearly solipsistic models character
istic of both much eighteenth- and much twentieth-century philosophy,
are so intensely interpersonal that the death of the Other rends the
world itself. The result is not that the world remains while the Other
is missing; the result is that the world itself, developed with and around
the Other, lies in ruins.^
The metaphor Johnson uses most tellingly to describe the dyadic
creation of phenomenological worlds is the "interweaving" of lives.
After the death of Henry Thrale, he writes to Hester: "I feel myself like
a man beginning a new course of life. I had interwoven myself with my
dear Friend" (April 11, 1781). It is this "interwoven" fabric of experi
ence that is "lacerated" by the death of the Other. The image is of an
intricate, expansive web, every strand of which represents a shared joy,
sorrow, memory or hope, and which is shredded at a blast by the
Other's death.
Our experiences of time are especially susceptible to such
disruption. Two strangers can confirm for each other the reality of the
physical space they inhabit, but in terms of temporality they can
* The power tliat the word "lacerate" held for J ohnaon in thi\ context appears again in his use
of it in "The Vanity of Human Wishes":
New sorrow rises as the day returns,
A sister sickens, or a daughter mourns.
Now kindred Merit fills the sable bier.
Now lacerated Friendship claims a tear. ^l. 301^4)
Johnson seems to champion this use of the word when he quotes thelast line to illustrate the
meaning of "lacerate" in the Dictionary ["to tear, to rend; to separate by violence"]. That
Johnson quotes his own poem (apparently from memory) suggests that he could not find any
other example of "lacerate"used in this sense.Poems, ed.E. L. McAdam, Jr. with George Milne,
vol. 6 of TheYale Edition of the Works of SamuelJ ohnson (New Haven: Yale University Press,
1964), 105-6.
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confirm only the present. Past and future exist for us only as shared
with the persons with whom we experienced or anticipated them. In
the absence of the loved one, the past dwindles into pale emptiness; our
memories become insubstantial and void. The future suffers similarly.
By "anticipating the future," Johnson means more than penciling in
appointments on a calendar. Among members of a family or among old
friends, the anticipated future, garlanded with all its hopes and dreams,
evolves slowly, its evolution itself a shared pleasure. Plans for the future
are the product of a sort of familial imaginative play, and they gain
their meaning from the social context which gave rise to them. Outside
of this context, such dreams may have little meaning at all; or, worse
yet, they may exist only in the bitter mode of the "might have been."
The successful attainment of such dreams, in faa, can result in a feeling
of ashen disappointment if those with whom one evolved such dreams
are not there to share in their fulfillment. Johnson's lamentation at the
end of the Preface to the Dictionary reflects such disappointment; "I
have protracted my work till most of those whom I wished to please
have sunk into the grave, and success and miscarriage are empty
sounds." The triumph has lost its value in the absence of those with
whom Johnson had for so long anticipated it.
The phrases from the letters reveal what is at stake in the loss of
this shared future. In losing "the only companion...with whom [one]
could...anticipate the future," one loses "a whole system of hopes, and
designs, and expectations." It is the shared future, with its "purposes
and hopes," that drives our efforts and activities from one day to the
next. In the absence of such a vital, motivating future, we lose any spur
to action. We have "nothing...to which endeavour may be directed,"
and, as a result, "life stands suspended and motionless till it is driven by
external causes into a new channel. But the time of suspense is
dreadful."
Johnson's approach to consolation revolves around his handling
of this period of dreadful suspense. His approach is epitomized in the
way Imlac handles Nekayah's grief over the loss of Pekuah in Rasselas.^
Imlac first convinces Nekayah not to blame herself for Pekuah's
abduction; he forestalls her complication of sorrow with guilt. He then
tacitly permits her to grieve, though he reminds her that everything.
' Rasselas and Other Tales, ed. Gwin Kolb, vol. 16 of The Yale Edition of the Works ofSamnd
Johnson (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1990), 123-2.
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including her sorrow, will pass. He declines any attempt to hurry her
into cheerfulness, though he also checks her despairing impulse to
commit herself to a life of solitude. Before the end of a year, he trusts,
she will be ready to "commit [herself] again to the current of the
world." Johnson's letters reveal similar tactics.
Johnson's first gesture, like Imlac's, is often to limit the scale of the
loss in the mind of the bereaved. He practices a sort of psychological
"damage control," refusing to allow the bereaved to exaggerate the loss
beyond its already formidable dimensions. At the heart of this aspect
of Johnson's approach is his understanding, given precise axiomatic
expression in the Preface to Shakespeare, that "the mind can only
repose on the stability of truth." If the bereaved can get a solid grasp on
the real extent and limits of their loss, they can thus far master or
endure it.
When Bennet Langton's uncle was killed in battle in. 1758,
Johnson writes to Langton, as he says, "to try what reflection will
suggest to mitigate the horrors of a violent < death which is> more
formidable at the first glance than <on> a nearer and more steady
view" (September 21, 1758).'° He then provides this more steady view
by noting that "A violent de < ath is > never very painful" and that
Dury would have been spiritually prepared for death by seeing his
danger in advance. He notes that any death, furthermore, can be
considered violent "which is not gradusJly brought on by the miseries
of age, or when life is extinguished for any other reason < than > that
it is burnt out." A man who dies of disease or old age, finally, "ends his
life with more pain, but with less virtue, he leaves no example to his
friends, nor bequeathes any honour to his descendants." Johnson thus
attempts to circumscribe limits for the tragedy, to keep a formless,
inarticulate horror from overwhelming Dury's survivors." He closes
with one of the most frequently quoted passages in his correspondence:
Let us endeavour to see things as they are, and then enquire
whether we ought to complain. Whether to see life as it is
The manmcript of the letter is slightly damaged. The bracketed phrases are editorial
Interpolations.
" Damrosch notes that "Johnson consistently recommended an attitude to-waid life that
mitigated, so far as possible, its inevitable sorrows," adding that "such an attitude is wholly
compatible with a tragic sense that is the more profound for rejecting sentimentality." Tragic
Sense, 106.
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will give us much consolation I know not, but the consola
tion which is drawn from truth, if any there be, is solid and
durable, that which may be derived from errour must be like
its original fallacious and fugitive.
Johnson convincingly discriminates true from false grounds for
comfort, however, only by insisting on the seriousness of the loss in the
first place. Truth will not be cheated. It provides the only solid and
durable consolation possible but only when its claims are honored.
Johnson cuts off false hopes even as he offers those founded on fact. In
a letter to Hester Thrale, written as her mother was succumbing to
cancer, Johnson both states and practices this principle;
Hope is more pleasing than fear, but not less fallacious, you
know, when you do not try to deceive yourself, that the
disease which at last is to destroy, must be gradually growing
worse, and that it is vain to wish for more than that the
descent to death may be slow and easy. In this wish I join
with you, and hope it will be granted. (April 27, 1773)
Here, as throughout his writings, Johnson brackets hope and fear as
equally delusive. Consolation can mitigate against fear only insofar as
it likewise mitigates against false hope. Johnson teases out false hope
from true, the impossible event from the possible, and "joins with"
Hester in wishing for the latter.
Having established legitimate boundaries for the loss, Johnson's
second task is to edge his correspondent away from the "bottomless
vacuity" of grief. As Imlac explains in a vivid parable, the bereaved risk
sliding from normal grief, from which they will naturally recover, into
irremediable despair.
"The state of a mind oppressed with a sudden calamity," said
Imlac, "is like that of the fabulous inhabitants of the new
created earth, who, when the first night came upon them,
supposed that day never would return. When the clouds of
sorrow gather over us, we see nothing beyond them, nor can
imagine how they will be dispelled: yet a new day succeeded
to the night, and sorrow is never long without a dawn of
ease. But they who restrain themselves from receiving
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comfort, do as the savages would have done, had they put out
their eyes when it was dark."'^

Johnson's goal, like Imlac's with Nekayah, is to remind the bereaved
that a "dawn of ease" will come if they only stave off the temptation to
despair. Having suffered terrifying depressive episodes of his own,
Johnson attempts to wrestle others back from the abyss. His dread of
melancholy appears in a letter to Hester Thrale written at a time when
Henry was sinking into depression. Johnson inquires into Henry's state
and then uses the letter as a medium, however indirea, by which to
bring him to a sense of the danger of his situation.
Is my Master come to himself? Does he talk and walk and
look about him, as if there were yet something in the world
for which it is worth while to live? or does he yet sit and say
nothing? He was mending before he went, and surely has not
relapsed. To grieve for evils is often wrong, but it is much
more wrong to grieve without them. All sorrow that lasts
longer than its cause is morbid, and should be shaken off as
an attack of melancholy, as the forerunner of a greater evil
than poverty or pain. (October 15, 1778)
Johnson is confident that time can restore the bereaved to serenity, but
only if they allow it to do its work. Johnson follows Locke in conceiv
ing time as the succession of ideas, the movement of experience over
the mind. Over the course of time, old associations among ideas are
weakened and new ones created, so that our systems of hopes and
desires are revivified and refashioned. In Rambler 47, his most explicit
discussion of the handling of grief, Johnson writes: "Time is observed
generally to wear out sorrow, and its effects might doubtless be
accelerated by quickening the succession, and enlarging the variety of
objects....Sorrow is a kind of rust of the soul, which every new idea
contributes in its passage to scour away."" The main task of the
bereaved is to allow this 'scouring' to happen. They must open
themselves to new experience rather than brooing in passive isolation

^ Rassdas,Vl<y7.
" TheRAmUer, ed. W.J. Bate and Albrecht B.Strauss, vol.3 of The Yale Edition of The Works
of Samuel Johnson (New Haven: Yale University Press, 19S9), 257-5.
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over their loss. Retreat and isolation, the refusal of new experience,
serve only to drag the sorrowful even deeper into their misery. Johnson
writes to Hester Thrale on the death of her son:
Only by degrees and those perhaps sufficiently slow, can the
pain of an affliction like yours be abated. But though effects
are not wholly in our power, yet Providence always gives us
something to do; many of the operations of nature may by
human diligence be accelerated or retarded. Do not indulge
your sorrow, try to drive it away. (March 30,1776)
The task for Johnson becomes how to "accelerate" this salutary
"operation of nature,"to nudge the bereaved into new experiences that
will scour away their grief.
Johnson encourages at such times any sort of travel or amusement.
After young Harry's death he tells Hester Thrale: "Your business for
the present is to seek for ease, and to go where you think it most likely
to be found....Keep yourself busy, and you will in time grow cheerful;
new prospects may open, and new enjoyments may come within your
reach" (April 9, 1776). Johnson does not, however, place great
confidence in awakening such appetites, as they are, he realizes, the first
to be extinguished by loss. Instead, he more often seeks to edge the
bereaved back into life by a call to duty. "The safe and general antidote
against sorrow is employment."" If Johnson can convince his corre
spondent that such employment constitutes a moral demand, the
chances increase of the bereaved undertaking it, with therapeutic
results. In his earliest surviving consolatory letter, he tells James
Elphinston: "Tears are neither to me nor to you of any farther use,
when once the tribute of nature has been paid. The business of life
summons us away from useless grief, and calls us to the exercise of
those virtues of which we are lamenting our deprivation" (September
25, 1750). Johnson urges his correspondents to take care of themselves,
grounding his demand on the moral imperative of keeping themselves
fit for construaive social life. He gives expression to these themes in a
letter to Hester Thrale, written while she was nursing her dying
mother.
" The Idler and the Adventurer^ ed. W.J. Bate, Jolm M. Bullitt, andL.F. Powell, vol. 2 of The
Yale Edition of The Works ofSamuelJohnson (New Haven: Y^e University Press, 1963), 257.
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Grief is a species of idleness, and the necessity of attention to
the present preserves us by the merciful disposition of
providence from being lacerated and devoured by sorrow for
the past....But do not harrass yourself into danger, you owe
the care of your health to all that love you, at least to all
whom it is your duty to love. (March 17,1773)

By setting their duties before them, Johnson seeks to pressure his
correspondents into the kind of movement that will carry them out of
"bottomless vacuity" into "new channels." New experiences, preferably
involving others, will allow them to reweave their "lacerated" worlds
around the living and to develop new systems of hopes and plans for
which to strive.
The model of interweaving, laceration, and movement back into
the stream of life represents what might be called Johnson's secular
phenomenology of grief. The strategies of consolation stemming from
this model would be as appropriate for writing to an atheist as to a
Christian. In his letters of consolation, however, Johnson never stops
with these themes. The world he shares with the bereaved, the world
of loss and bewilderment and suffering, is also the most explicitly
Christian in his correspondence. The world of mortality would be
unendurable to Johnson were it not also the world ruled over, however
obscurely, by a merciful God. Writing of his own mother's death in
Idler 41, Johnson states:
Real alleviation of the loss of friends, and rational tranquillity
in the prospect of our own dissolution, can be received only
from the promises of him in whose hands are life and death,
and from the assurance of another and better state, in which
all tears will be wiped from the eyes, and the whole soul shall
be filled with joy. Philosophy may infuse stubbornness, but
religion only can give patience.'®
In the sermon he wrote for his wife's funeral, Johnson notes two
purposes for which Christian funerals are conducted: "First, for the

Idler, 130-31.
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consolation of sorrow. Secondly, for the enforcement of piety."'' His
letters of consolation pursue similar goals: to soothe the grief of the
bereaved and to use their loss to awaken their spiritual life. In his
letters, death is brought close not merely as something which occurred
to the departed but as something leaning in upon the survivor and
Johnson himself. Death in these letters is less the isolated lightening
bolt than the darkening sky descending upon everyone. As he writes to
Elphinston about their respective departed wives, "We have, indeed,
not leisure to grieve long, because we are hastening to follow them"
(July 27, 1778). Johnson believes we should respond to the deaths of
others as to warnings that our own time for repentance and reform is
limited.This becomes explicit in a letter to Hester Thrale written one
week after Henry's death: "But our great care ought to be that we may
be fit and ready when in a short time we shall be called to follow him"
(April 11,1781).
The veil behind which the dead are drawn, furthermore, may not
be perfectly opaque. Though he never claims certain knowledge about
this, Johnson is drawn to the idea that the dead are aware of the living,
concerned about them, and can have a continuing effect in their lives.
To James Elphinston, on the death of his mother, he writes:
I cannot forbear to mention, that neither reason nor revela
tion denies you to hope, that you may encrease her happiness
by obeying her precepts; and that she may, in her present
state, look with pleasure, upon every act of virtue to which
her instructions or example have contributed. Whether this
be more than a pleasing dream, or a just opinion of seperate
spirits, is indeed of no great importance to us, when we
consider ourselves as acting under the eye of God: yet surely
there is something pleasing in the belief, that our seperation
from those whom we love is merely corporeal; and it may be
a great incitement to virtuous friendship, if it can be made
" Sermons^ ed. by Jean Hagstnun and James Gray, vol, 14 of the Yale Edition of the Works of
Samuel Johnson (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1978), 267.
Sachs stresses the importance of the memento mori theme throughout Johnson*s moral
thought. Arieh Sachs, Passionate Intelligence'. Imagination and Reason in the Work of Samuel
Johnson (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Press, 1967), 18-19,50-51,116-188.1have traced Johnson's
views on the role of the contemplation of death in the religious life. Lance Wilcox, "The
Religious Psychology of Samuel Johnson," Ultimate RealityjindMeaning 2\ (1998): 160-76.
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probable that union which has received the divine approba
tion shall continue to eternity. (September 25,1750)

Johnson promises nothing. The belief that our separation from the
deceased is "merely corporeal" may be pure wish fulfillment, but it
recommends itself on pragmatic grounds as a spur to religious obedi
ence and can thus be safely entertained as an antidote to sorrow."
So central is the place of obedience in Johnson's thought that he
distrusts any consolations detached from implicit religious demands.
On the other hand, he wields with confidence such notions as serve to
heighten the ethical rigor and piety of his correspondents' lives. Thus,
Johnson's beliefs on the status of the dead, though hopeful, are never
more than tentative. As he states in Idler 41, "We know little of the
state of departed souls, because such knowledge is not necessary to a
good life."" His greater concern is with the survivor's relationship to
God, and here he allows himself to be reassuringly dogmatic. In times
of sorrow, our first duty, our first privilege, is to turn to God for
comfort, as he insists in this letter to Hester Thrale the day after
Henry's death:
But let us remember that we are in the hands of him who
knows when to give, and when to take away, who will look
upon us with mercy through all our variations of existence,
and who invites us to call on him in the day of trouble. Call
upon him in this great revolution of life, and call with
confidence. You will then find comfort for the past, and
support for the future.

"Jolinson's own degree of belief in ibis possibility is delicately recorded in a prayer be wrote
several weeks after thedeath of bis wife: "O Lord, Governor of Heaven and Earth, in whose
bands are embodied and departed spirits, if thou bast ordained the souls of the dead to minister
to the bving, and appointed my departed wife to have care of me, grant that I may enjoy the
good effects of her attention and ministration, whether exercised by appearance, impulses,
dreams, or in any other manner agreeable to thy government; forgive my presumption,
enlighten my ignorance, and however meaner agents are employed, grant me the blessed
influences of thy Holy Spirit, through Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen." Diaries, Prayers, arid
Annals, ed. E. L. McAdam, Jr., with Donald and Mary Hyde, vol. 1 of the Yale Edition of The
Works of SamudJohnson (NewHaven: Yale University Press, 1958), 46^47.
"lMer,liQ.
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Having turned her thoughts to God as a source of strength, he
continues by drawing out the moral implications of such mercy. The
easing of Hester's sorrow can lead to a permanent restoration of
happiness if she responds to God's mercy as a moral challenge.
I do not exhort Tou to reason yourself into tranquility, we
must first pray, and then labour, first implore the Blessing of
God and then those means which he puts into our hands.
Cultivated ground has few weeds, a mind occupied by lawful
business, has little room for useless regret. (April 5,1781)
Johnson's belief in God's mercy dovetails here with his sense of our
religious duties and in turn with his understanding of the effects of
time, work, and experience in the "scouring" of grief.
There is one form of consolation, finally, that we might expect to
find in Johnson's letters but which never appears. Johnson never offers
to pray for the deceased, nor does he advise others to do so. His prayers
and diaries, as well as Hawkins's biography, indicate that Johnson prays
for his own dead (conditionally: "so far as it may be lawful"), and he
defends the practice as consistent with Anglican theology. But he seems
to have been in the minority on this. Among Church of England
Protestants, the practice may have been considered too "Romish" for
Johnson to feel comfortable in recommending it. He may also not have
perceived any compelling effect of such prayers on moral behavior. As
an ethically neutral act of only probable theological legitimacy,
Johnson declines to preach what he praaices.
Johnson's public and private writings thus reflect a sensitive,
complex model of bereavement and recovery. To recapitulate: We build
our experiential world with and around those we love. Their deaths
lacerate our world and leave us becalmed in a gloomy vacuity. In the
short term, partial alleviation of our grief can come from God's grace,
from the partaking of our grief by others, and from the delimitation of
our perceived loss (but not, be it noted, from the mere exercise of
reason or stoical endurance). To recover our spirits permanently, we
must commit ourselves again to the world; we must open ourselves to
shared experience with others, in order that we may reweave our lives
with theirs. Such openness is best achieved by taking up anew our
appointed duties. Our religious and ethical responsibilities draw us back
into life, allowing time and experience to scour away our sorrow by
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wearing out old associations and creating new. We dare not wait,
furthermore, until we feel spontaneously motivated to art, for by then
it could be too late; we could spiral into despair. Instead, we are
mercifully commanded to act for the welfare of others, and in such
action lies our healing. It is this understanding of grief that drives what
Redford calls Johnson's "customary formula" for consolation:
first, a declaration of fellow feeling, based on shared or
anticipated experience; second, a steady look at the hard farts
of human mortality; third, an invocation, implied or explicit,
of shared beliefs; and finally, an injunction to activity, to
reimmersion in "the business of life."^°
Given his own nearly crippling fear of death, it is all the more
remarkable that Johnson should, in his letters of consolation, confront
mortality so boldly and directly. Johnson's respect for the depth of his
correspondents' suffering is matched by his faith in the power of life
and time to restore them to serenity. His letters to the bereaved reflect,
in fact, perhaps more than any other of his writings, what Bate
described as the contagious quality of Johnson's courage.^^
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